As a coupled pair of biomechanical oscillators, the human vocal folds show evidence of nonlinearity in the pressure-flow relations, in tissue stress-strain relations, and in acoustic loading by subgIottal and supraglottal tracts. In singing, these nonlinearities can be exploited to produce vocal roughness, vocal fry, or creakiness. In addition, multiple sound sources can be engaged, including the verr[ricular folds, the aryepiglottic folds, and the velure, to produce inharrnonicity in the spectrum. Jazz and rock singing, Russian lament, T]betan chant, and many other singing styles make use of desynchronization of coupled vocal oscillators to enrich the frequency spectrum of the voice.
PRIMARY NONLINEARITY RATIOS
The primary nonlinearity in the aerodynamic driving pressure on the vocal folds comes from a shear wave that propagates in the mucosal tissue in the direction of glottal airflow. The glottal pressure can be approximated (I), as
Pg = P, -(P. -Pe)a2/al
( 1) where P, is the subglottal pressure, P, is the epilaryngeal (supraglottal) pressure, al is the glottal entry area (bottom of vocal folds), and a2 is the glottal exit area (top of vocal folds). Viscoelastic wave propagation on the vocal folds sets up two principal modes, one of which affects the a2/al ratio dramatically. For glottaI opening, a~al is small, making P~=P,, a large positive pressure.
For glottal cIosing a2/ai= 1.0, making P8=PC, a small (and sometimes negative) acoustic pressure. This changing PBover the glottal cycle maintains self-oscillation.
But different natural mode frequencies of the left and right vocal folds can prevent entrainment by this common pressure, creating irregular vibration patterns.
Another important ratio is~, the amplitude to length ratio for the vocal folds. In loud phonation, which is often distorted (as in a scream), this ratio approaches 1.0, giving rise to dynamic fluctuations in vocal fold tension. These fluctuation create subharmonic structure, and sometimes the appearance of chaos. Two more important ratios are A~/A,, the glottal area to epilarynx area ratio, and vE/c, the air particle velocity to sound velocity ratio in the glottis. These ratios determine the amount of nonlinear aeroacoustic coupling that occurs between the vocal folds and vocal tracts.
EXAMPLE OF NONL~AR DISTORTION
One of the best examples of nonlinear distortion in voice production is the infant cry (2), Here the M ratio is very large (perhaps > 1.0). Figure 1 shows an example of such a cry in the form of a narrow-hand spectrogram. Note the appearance of subharmonic around 100 ms and apparent chaos at around 400 ms. The pitch rises and falls throughout the utterance, indicating that the subglottal pressure increases, and therewith the amplitude of vibration and the dynamic tension. This type of distortion is also typical in jazz and rock singers who overdrive the linear region of the amplitude-pressure response. 
DISTORTION~S~G~G
The voice of Louis Wstrong is often given as a prime example of the use of ventricular (false fold) phonation in singing. In this type of ventricular phonation, a second pair of tissue oscillators is set into vibration, generally not synchronized with the true vocal folds. In some form of Tibetan and Mongolian chant, the tip of the epiglottis, the aryepiglottic folds, and accumulate mucus ae rattling to color the sound of a low pitchd drone produced by the vocal folds. In Western pop, country, rock, and jazz singing, frequent use is made of creakiness and vocal fry, which can be achieved by either desynchronizing the normal modes of the left versus the right vti fold, or by creating a strong coupling between a normal mode of one vocal fold and a resonance of the vocal tract. Even among opera singers, who pride themselves in maintaining a purity of tone (a harmonic spectrum), the use of nonlinear distortion is evidenced by spectral fill-in in vote spinto, an Italian voice classification for a "'driven" voice.
